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PART ONE:  SOCIALIST UNDERSTANDING AND THE S.P.G.B
Chapter One
THE DILEMMA OF THE SPGB
"Workers, rouse yourselves from your lethargy. Try to understand the world in which you exist. Join with us in working for a society where poverty and degradation will be replaced by comfort and a full life for all."
(Socialist Standard May 1947)
This concluding appeal from an article by “S.W.C.” is typical of much Socialist propaganda. It is typical also of the many tacit admissions that the S.P., during nearly half-a-century of strenuous propaganda, has failed to make any real impression on the working class anywhere in the world - has failed, in short, to make any real progress.
The workers, says this same writer (p.36) "have accepted their condition as being inevitable... As  yet they know of no alternative...  Foolish workers The Capitalist class ... control your thinking and you are content despite your wretchedness that this Should be so...You have only your poverty - and how you like it!"  (Our emphasis).
 To those genuinely concerned with Socialism as a practical issue, as a practical working solution to our problems, this must be more than a bitter pill. To those who have spent their lives in working and struggling for working class support for the SPGB it must be gall and wormwood.  No wonder that the number of those who leave the Party is over 60% of those who join (see Autumn report of 45th. E.C.).
 And what hope of the future? As yet the Socialist Standard sees no sign of awakening consciousness on the part of the working class. Despite this, according to the same issue of the Socialist Standard:
"The truth is that this capitalist bedlam is becoming unendurable even to heroes and geniuses
and unless we break out of it soon the human race not only won't live (as distinct from partly living), It won't even survive."  (p.41)
 "Atomic energy," writes 'F.T.' (S.S. Feb. 1948), in 'A Socialist's Reflections on Atomic Energy', "will naturally intensify these problems,  if capitalism will exist when it is applied.  It may lead to the extinction of mankind... The choice lies in the hands of every worker... Socialism ... is vital if mankind is to survive'.'
(p.22) "Clearly it is capitalism ... that threatens the world with famine and destruction." states 'E.W.' in 'The Over-Population Myth' (S.S. Sept. 1948). "Clearly it is capitalism that must go if we are to remove that threat for ever ... capitalism sows its dragon's teeth. It is the peoples of the world who will reap its grim harvest.
 (p.99  Our emphasis throughout)  What does all this mean?  If it means anything at all, it means this:
PROPOSITION 1.  
After nearly half-a-century of consistent Socialist propaganda, of the SPG-B's untiring-efforts to "make Socialists", the workers are still in a state of "lethargy", still do not "understand the world in which they exist", "are content" with their lot, "they know of no alternative" to capitalism, they "like" their poverty,   (According to the 45th. E.C. Autumn 1948 Report, nearly 10,000 S.P. pamphlets were disposed of in one 26-week period alone. This does not include sales of S.S. and other propaganda.  One pamphlet, no.9, "Socialism", sold 20,000 copies in one edition before 1933). There is still no sign of the workers coming to "understand the world in which they exist", of them abolishing capitalism, no sign that "we" shall be able to "break out of it soon".
PROPOSITION 2.
Socialist understanding and knowledge on the part of the majority of the working class is an essential condition before Socialism can be established (world population over 2, 000, 000,000 - increasing at the rate of many millions per year;.     "Until the knowledge and experience of the working class are equal to the task of revolution there can be no emancipation for them." (S.P. Principles & Policy,   p. 19). "Effective Socialist organisation cannot develop more  quickly than the spread of Socialist knowledge." (p.3).
PROPOSITION 3.
"Unless we break out" of "this capitalist bedlam" ... "soon, the human race ... won't even survive."       "Socialism is vital if mankind is to survive."
Here, then, we have it in a  nutshell: The world world must "soon" become a Socialist world if we are to survive; but the world shows no sign of becoming Socialist, of being anything but a capitalist world  (capitalism exists, or is spreading, all over the globe); we are also in imminent danger of atomic annihilation, of wholesale "famine and destruction."
What has happened to "the inevitability of  Socialism"? Will it be any easier to give the workers "Socialist understanding" when the capitalist world is smashed to pieces, when half the world is annihilated and the other half disorganised and crazed with starvation,with"famine and destruction"? Will, it be possible to "make Socialists" on a mass scale under conditions of atomic chaos, wholesale famine and pestilence?  Or when mankind is extinct?
Leaving aside for the moment such considerations what of the raw material for the Socialist.ranks under the present "normal", "peace time" conditions. As if to underline the dilemma of Socialists presented in the above quotations (we can - and later shall - quote many more such inconsistencies) we learn from the Socialist Standard that:
 "according to Dr. J.R. Rees, formerly chief psychiatric adviser to the army ... 'nearly 30% of people in Britain are mentally backward, chronically neurotic or emotionally handicapped'". (S.S. May 1947, p.41)
 No wonder the writer goes on to say that unless we end capitalism "soon" the human race won't survive!
How far away now are we from that desirable end of capitalism? How far along the road to Socialism? The Socialist Standard tells us. After nearly half-a-century the membership of the S.P. has reached the one-thousand-member mark.  (S.S. Sept. 1948, p. 106).
As is well known, the world's population of  2,000,000,000 odd is increasing by many millions per year. Thus despite this "rapid" influx of 29 members during the first half of 1948 (73 joined, 44 left) the number of Socialists relative to the world population (and don't forget that Socialism is a world,system, a global social order) is probably smaller than ever. Over the past 40 years or so this relative proportion must have risen and declined considerably - for the membership of the S.P. in 1905 (less than a year after its formation) was over 150 strong. Since then, of course, the world's population has increased by hundreds of millions. There are therefore hundreds of millions more non-Socialists in the world today than there were in the early days of the Party. Every year which passes sees an increase in the number of non-Socialists by many millions.
 What, then, are the chances of a sudden,  volcanically-rapid growth of Socialist understanding before it is too late - "if we are to survive"? As we have already learned from the Socialist Standard, short of miracles (in which Socialists do not believe) these chances are so remote as to be almost negligible.  Nevertheless, this does not prevent 'S.R.' from stating in the Socialist Standard (May 1947 p34):
"One thing is certain: Only a rapid development in Socialist understanding can save the world from another, and more devastating catastrophe." (from "Mirthless May Day, our emphasis).
What a hope! Socialists do not believe in miracles!
And after the next "more devastating, catastrophe" - what then? We are rashly assuming, of course, that humanity will still survive after being seared, scorched, scourged, decimated, poisoned and  vaporised (the Socialist Standard is very wisely in some doubt about our survival). The remainder - this stricken, starving, maimed, neurotic, crazed remainder - will be living under conditions where land, factories, cities, railways, forests, crops, mines, roads, communications have been destroyed on a gigantic mass scale, an atomic scale which puts all previous destruction in the shade. Will these crazy troglodytes be more suitable material for the "rapid development of Socialist understanding"?  Will these surviving but stricken creatures more readily become passionate, horny-handed exponents of the MCH ?
"The next war, said a wag, with grim irony, "will  be fought with atom bombs - the one after that with bows and arrows!" A grim jest, but the possibility of its basic truth has already been admitted by the Socialist Standard - by itself envisaging the virtual destruction (with atom bombs) of capitalist society and "civilised" man. Of that appalling aftermath of full-scale atomic war - can anyone confidently assert that social conditions then prevailing will be less primitive than now, that in the chaos of an atom-smashed world the "capitalist structure" of society will have become "more crystallised, more clear-cut", more easy for the workers to recognise and understand?  Evidently the Socialist Standard cannot.
Despite the Socialist Standards repeated  admissions of the possibility of human extinction under capitalism, or of virtual extinction (and therefore of human survival under some more primitive form) "Gilmac" - and the Socialist Standard'- still go on confidently parroting the same old prophecy of the "dialectical necessity or inevitability of Socialism following the present social order.
"The increase in the means of production and  the product," writes our worthy theorist (S.S. July 1947, p. 61) "changed the social form from communist society-, to private property society and will change the latter into a higher form of communist society.  Communist society was negated by private property society, and this in turn will be negated by a higher form of communist society - the negation of the negation.
What is the warrant, the evidence, for this  "dialectical" inevitability of the "higher form of communist society"?  Why, the"negation of the negation", of course! The Negation of the Negation arrived in the 19th century, the atom bomb arrived in the 20th, but "Gilmac" remains in the past, still fascinated by the Negation of the Negation and its official reception committee.
What are the facts? What is the FACTUAL evidence for this categorical prediction, this "inevitable" arrival, of Socialism? According to the Socialist Party, a necessary prerequisite of the establishment of Socialism - in fact, the CRUCIAL prerequisite -is the production of "Socialist understanding" on a colossal, mass scale.  Marx himself says "Both for the production on a mass scale of this communist consciousness, and for the success of the cause itself, an alteration of men  on a mass scale is necessary... " (The German Ideology, p.69, our emphasis). And does this necessary condition, this crucial prerequisite, anywhere exist? On the Socialist Party's own showing, it does not. Not a sign of it.
"We are in a position today, where, a hundred years after the 'Manifesto', there is not yet even the beginning of a real mass movement for Socialism as we conceived it.  Wecontinue to speak, and write.  Butthe response compared to the mass parties, is nil. We are beating our heads against a brick wall of illusions, myths and apathy in the hope that the wall may fall one day."  (Socialist Comment - organ of the Australian companion party of the SPGB - February 1948).
Yet in the face of this persistent working class rejection (and ignorance) of the Socialist Party's case throughout the years (and sublimely oblivious of this tiny group's utter isolation from the world's 2,000,000,000 toilers and their real outlook) Hardcastle - in the Socialist Standard of June 1947 (p.46) insists that:

"Only the SPGB keeps to the sound working class (?) position that the only remedy for the evils of capitalism is Socialism and that the time for it is now" (Our emphasis and exclamation).
As we have seen, according to the Socialist Standard's own reckoning, the time for Socialism is a long, long way off as yet - if ever at all (since we may not survive capitalism). But at the same time, of course, Socialism is still "dialectically" inevitable, because "Gilmac", Marx, the Socialist Standard and the Negation of Negation make it so!
We can quote many more such examples of  inconsistency and confusion from Socialist Party literature. Indeed, we shall have occasion to introduce the reader to quite a catalogue of contradictions, inconsistencies and confusions taken verbatim from official statements of the Party case-contradictions which illustrate the ever-growing dilemma of the SPG-B. In the meantime, one thing at least seems pretty clear: Instead of futile entreaties and reproachful appeals to the workers to "try and understand the world in which you exist", the Socialist might himself try to understand the world in which he exists - namely, a world which persistently and stubbornly remains stone-deaf to such appeals and propaganda after half-a-century of it; and-which shows no signs, despite all threats to human survival, of any change in that state of mind
What is the scientific test of theory? The test is: Does it actually work in practice? Is it successful?  Can it be applied?  Engels, for example, wrote (in "Ludwig Feuerbach?):
"The most telling refutation of this (the Thing-In-Itself) - as of all other philosophical fantasies - is practice, viz. experiment and industry.  If we are able to prove the correctness of our conception of a natural process by making it ourselves, bringing it into being out of its own conditions and using it for our own purposes into the bargain, then there is an end of the Kantian incomprehensible 'Thing-In-Itself.'"
And again in "Historical Materialism": "The proof of the pudding is in the eating. From the moment we turn to our own use these objects, according to the qualities we perceive in them, we put to an infallible test the correctness or otherwise of our sense-perceptions. If these perceptions have been wrong, then our estimate of the use to which an object can be turned must also be wrong, and our attempt must fail... And whenever we find ourselves face to face with a failure ... we find that the perception upon which we acted was either incomplete and superficial, or combined with the results of other perceptions in a way not warranted by them - what we call defective reasoning."
Now the SPGB -loudly and consistently proclaims  from the housetops its scientific basis, its scientific method and attitude. Thus, in the Party pamphlet "Socialism and Religion", we are told:
"The word Socialist, rightly understood, implies one who on all such questions takes his stand on  positive science, explaining all things by purely natural causation.  (p.46).
Anyone who had the slightest justification for that claim would not hesitate for one moment, in the face of such signal lack of success of theory, to overhaul their whole theoretical position - to examine in the light of scientific criticism and rigorous logic their most dearly held and confident assumptions.
But the SPGB completely ignores this practical aspect of its theoretical position. Like the proverbial ostrich, it prefers not to look. Its so-called "scientific position" is one which involves two legs squarely on the ground, and its head held firmly in the sand!   Small wonder that where the psychology of the workers is concerned, it is completely "In the dark".
chapter two
WHY DON'T THE WORKERS  ACCEPT THE SOCIALIST CASE ?
If we ask the SPGB'er, "Can the workers understand Socialism?", his almost invariable answer is   very confident and emphatic "Yes!". To quote Party pamphlet no. 12 ("S.P. Principles & Policy, p.36):
"We who know the class to which we belong .. build up all our hopes (!) on the capacity of its intellect" (our emphasis and exclamation).
And again: "We know that the working class as a class (!) is capable, of judging all. things for itself, and of marching on to its own emancipation under the guidance of its own avowed principles without leaders or use for leaders." (p.36, our emphasis and exclamation).
Note clearly this official Party statement says that the working class "is capable of judging all things for itself" and not that it will be so capable at some future date. If the workers are already capable of "judging all things" for themselves (including, of course, the Socialist case) then we may legitimately ask why, in view of the fact that "every prerequisite is already in the hands of society", the working class is not already Socialist, or even interested in Socialism.
"The answer to that," says the SPGB'er, "is that  the vast majority of the working class have not heard the Socialist case."  This is probably quite true, but it is no adequate answer at all," as we shall now see.
While it may be true that the vast majority of the world's 2,000 million workers have never heard the Socialist Party's case, it is also true that, over the past half-century of the Party's existence, many hundreds of thousands of workers have heard it and have rejected it - and a significant proportion have heard it many times and still reject it. Remember, too, that these many hundreds of thousands of workers belong to the most advanced capitalist countries in the world (Britain, America, Canada etc.) And those workers who have heard the Socialist case time and time again, who still reject and oppose it, consist in the main of workers who have a much greater interest in working class politics than most members of the working class (e.g. Labourites, ILP'ers, Communists, Trotskyists, IWW's, Anarchists, etc. etc.). It has frequently been observed that at the Sunday out-door meetings of the Party in central London, the audience listening to the Socialist case has outnumbered the entire membership of the Party.
Now - and this is the crucial point - are those many hundreds of thousands of workers who, over the past half-century, HAVE heard the Socialist case and HAVE rejected it, are they by and large in any way fundamentally different from those millions of workers all over the world who have not yet heard the case? Of course they are not! And if this is so, what is true of hundred's of thousands in advanced capitalist states is, in this respect, sufficient guide to the reactions of hundreds of millions throughout the entire world, embracing the less advanced countries. It IS an adequate sampling of the reactions of the world's workers to the Socialist case.
When the SPGB asserts that already "the working class, as a class, is capable of judging all things  for itself", including the Socialist case, therefore it is NO ANSWER to the question, "Why, then, aren't the workers Socialist, or interested in Socialism?" to say that the majority of the workers have not heard that case.  They have heard it - by their typical representatives - and they have rejected it
What is the real answer, then, to the question, "Why don't the workers accept the Socialist case?"?  Could it possibly be that "working class intelligence is not equal to the task, and cannot "rise to the height" required for understanding Socialism? As we have already seen, the Socialist Party - in some of its official publications - utterly rejects such a suggestion. Nevertheless we cannot assume that the SPGB is more consistent on this point than on the numerous others we have already mentioned and on the many others we have yet to deal with.
Let us consult the Oracle - namely the Socialist  Standard - where we find Comrade Lestor praying for- -that far-distant day when the workers will have the intelligence to "establish their own social order." In an article ironically entitled, "The Slaves' Awakening (S.S. May 1947 p.37) this Socialist pundit, with an earnestness worthy of a lay-preacher calling on Divine intervention, concludes with this prayer:
"When the workers have the intelligence to abolish the wage system and establish their own social order we emerge into what may be described as a new world. SPEED THE DAY.'" (Our underlining, Lestor's capitals!)'
Praying for the day when the workers will have the intelligence to establish Socialism is the same thing as asserting that at present they haven't tne necessary intelligence. At least, it is to normal people who use normal words with normal meanings. "SPEED THE DAY." prays Comrade Lestor - namely, the great Day when the workers will establish Socialism and when, ipso facto, they will have the intelligence to do so. As we have seen in our first chapter, according to the Socialist Standard's own judgement that "Day" is a long, long way off - if it ever comes at all.
Let us now turn to Party pamphlet no.9 "Socialism". Here we find statements supporting Comrade Lestor's viewpoint (that at present the workers have not the necessary intelligence to establish Socialism) - statements which thereby contradict those quoted above from S.P. Principles &  Policy.  First we turn to p. 48 of - "Socialism". After making six statements pertaining to the Socialist case, the writer goes on:
"Are these six statements true? If they are, then all that is required is that working-class intelligence shall rise to the height of seizing 'this sorry scheme of things entire' and remoulding it to the end that the general happiness and well-being shall be the sole  purpose of all productive effort." (Our emphasis). "All that is required" is that working-class intelligence shall "rise to the height"of establishing Socialism! That's all that is required! So far, then, working-class intelligence has not risen to that elevated level; and, as we have seen from the Socialist Standard, it is not likely to for many a long day to come - that is, of course, always providing we survive the "devastating catastrophe" of "atomic annihilation"! Turn now to page 12 of the same pamphlet (which by the way, has sold many tens of thousands of copies):
"In order, then, that plenty and leisure may be the portion of all, we need not wait for further advances in the means of production. Every requisite" - EVERY requisite, mark you! -''is already in the hands of society, and it only remains" - it ONLY REMAINS, note! - "for human intelligence so to organise the existing powers of production and so to arrange the distribution of wealth already being produced, as to make the best use of both." (Our emphasis)
"Every requisite" already exists, but "it only remains to have another requisite! That further is, namely, the "human intelligence" to the existing powers of production" etc. - in short, "it only remains" to have the "human intelligence" to "establish Socialism"
So we could go on, quoting inconsistencies and contradictions from official Party literature on this one point (of human intelligence) alone. But we will spare the reader's patience, and not labour this point any further, lest we go beyond what is necessary clearly to expose it. Let it be sufficient to.add that when the Party talks about "human intelligence" and its social growth . it is treading on a ground covered by a specialised department of positive science - and positive science"has quite a lot to say about the social growth and decline of human intelligence.
The SPGB itself quotes without question (see our first chapter) the statement by a prominent psychologist that thirty per cent of the whole nation-is "mentally backward" etc. and tacitly accepts the implicit assumption derived from the actual statistical-psychological investigations by Prof. Burt, Thompson, Gattel and many others, and which is now an established fact - namely, that the average human intelligence is on the decline. (See e.g. Cattel's "Fight for the National Intelligence") Though, on the one hand, the SPGB tells us it takes its "stand on positive science explaining all things by purely natural causation, and though, on the other hand, it mushily vacillates (as we have seen) about whether the workers have or have not the intelligence to establish Socialism - it nevertheless completely ignores the whole question of the scientific evidence concerning the social distribution, growth and decline of human "intelligence, just as though that evidence did not exist!   It apparently considers the whole question irrelevant. This is the "consistent, all-embracing" scientific case! This so-called scientific case is, -to quote a recent publication on science, no more than a "kind of pseudo-science which conceals large dollops of pure emotion inside a genuine-looking wrapper of scientific method."
So far we have conclusively shown that the SPGB, despite all.its hollow claims to consistency - has no consistent answer to the question we are dealing with here. That crucial question is- If, then, "all the material and economic conditions are ripe" and "every requisite is already in the hands of society", why don't the workers accept the Socialist case? But although it has no consistent answer, this is not to say it has no other answers. Indeed, they are almost legion - unscientific rationalisations, wishful thinking, wriggles and twists, every one of them! In pursuing our case against the SPGB we are thus forced to pursue these inconsistencies, to root them out one by one, and expose them for what they are. Let us examine them, and subject them to critical analysis.
One of these stock "answers", for example, is that the development of Socialism is an evolutionary process, and is therefore inevitably a slow, a painfully slow and gradual process According to this stock "argument it is unreasonable and "unscientific" to expect the workers to reach "Socialist understanding" with rapidity, in a rush. Comrade Hardcastle, for instance, in the Socialist Standard, states:
"The long years of muddled thinking have to be  paid for and there is no easy way out ...  The alternative is the seemingly (!) slow but in fact the only way, the way indicated by the Socialist Party at its formation ... There are no short cuts and there is no other way." (Oct. 1948 p.110; our emphasis and exclamation).
Again, in a report of a discussion by Party members at a meeting at Holborn Hall (I5-8-48) published by the SPGB, and signed by its General Secretary, Comrade C.C. Groves, it is stated:
"Our view is that the development of the mass of the people is a slow process of evolution. We have not paid enough attention to the psychological factor." - confession is good for the soul! - "it is unscientific to claim that any movement takes place other than by slow growth."  (Our emphasis).
Not only is it apparently "unscientific" to regard the Socialist movement as taking place other than by "slow growth" but "any movement" at all: all movements! It is "unscientific" to regard some movements, any movement, as having a rapid growth! The Nazi movement, e.g., which had a mass basis, a mass following, did not grow with rapidity! Oh no! It was a "slow growth," extending over about twelve years, at the end of which it captured political power! You see how scientific these people are?
Let us once again consult the same report of the meeting of these "scientific socialists." Despite the fact that it is highly "unscientific" to regard the Socialist movement as taking place other than by  slow growth , nevertheless on page 1 we are told:
"One day the workers will come over to our side in a torrent and it will not be a question of a small or large majority, but of the working class as a whole. (Our emphasis).
Again (on page 2.): "Because the party is small some members think that the working-class will slowly year by year come to an understanding of socialism. This is not correct. People act en masse." (Our emphasis). 
ou see how utterly unreasonable and "unscientific", it is, when "all the material and economic conditions are ripe" or "over-ripe", when "Every requisite is already in the hands of society", to expect a rapid growth of socialist understanding.
The "scientific" view is that it is a "slow process of evolution", a "slow growth" but, of course, at the same time "the workers will come over to our side in a torrent. People act, not. as individuals, but act en masse", "the mass of people always moves as a mass ,and their understanding progresses at a parallel pace." The "scientific" view is that it is a "slow process of evolution" but:
"Only a rapid development of Socialist understanding can save the world from another, and more devastating, catastrophe." (SS May 47 p.34)
What utter tarradiddle! So much for the argument that it is "unreasonable" and "unscientific" to expect a rapid and large growth of the Socialist movement now that "all the material and economic conditions are already over-ripe" for the establishment of Socialism.
Another favourite variant of this answer is that "Capitalism has got to go on for a long while yet before capitalist conditions give rise to socialist understanding on a mass scale." What gives rise to the production of Socialist understanding, to Socialists and the Socialist case? Why, capitalist conditions! But capitalist conditions have got to go on altering, have got to develop further, before the workers as a class, as a mass, become Socialists! So capitalist conditions, i.e. capitalism, has not yet advanced to the stage where it produces Socialists on a mass.scale? So these material and economic conditions have still to change, advance-.and develop further? Each change or advance in these conditions, each new stage in the development of capitalism, indicates of course a change or modification or advance or development In the capitalist mode of production, the fundamental basis of capitalist society. Changes or advances in the superstructure of capitalist conditions reflect changes or modifications or advances in the mode of production, and therefore in the "means of production.  But, says Party pamphlet no.9, in order to establish Socialism:
"In order, then, that plenty and leisure may be  the portion of all, we need not wait for further advances in the means of production. Every requisite is already in the hands of society".
(p.12 - our emphasis).
If this is so, why then haven't we practically got Socialism? Why aren't the workers taking up the Socialist case and spreading it like wildfire? Why, how stupid of us! It is because capitalism hasn't yet developed to that necessary stage where it produces Socialists on a mass scale; that necessary stage that "we need not wait for, that necessary stage that is quite unnecessary! The SPGB, remember, were telling the workers precisely this . same, contradictory twaddle half-a-century ago!  So much for the absurd argument that capitalist conditions, though "over-ripe', have still to advance to a necessary stage that "we need not wait for"!
chapter three
WHERE IS THE EVIDENCE ?
The next stock "answer" to our crucial question that we have to analyse is to the effect that the Socialist case is far too simple for the workers, who demand something much more abstruse, complicated, and incomprehensible. If you feel hardly able to credit this, and that we are exaggerating or somehow distorting this "argument", let us turn once again to the Oracle, viz. the Socialist Standard (Feb. 1948 p 21) where we find the following, from an article signed by Comrade Waters:
"Why do many members of the working class find it difficult to understand the Socialist case?  Certainly not because of its complications. On the contrary, it must be because of its simplicity." (Our emphasis).
That the phrase "so many members of the working class is a masterpiece of gross understatement becomes obvious immediately you compare the 1,000 members of the SPGB with the 2,000 million members of the world's working class who don't accept the SPGB's case. However, let Comrade Waters and the Socialist Standard continue this extraordinary "argument": So used are the workers to "the complicated plans, programmes and policies of other political organisations that the simplicity of the Socialist case makes them "suspect there must be a flaw somewhere." Scientific, isn't it? The workers can't understand the Socialist case because it is so simple - but because it is so simple to understand they suspect it!
"The detailed plans of reformist labour parties", continue our scientific Socialists, "the hotchpotch of incomprehensible immediate demands of the communists, the cunningly conceived schemes of currency reform cranks and the elaborate domestic and foreign policies of all kinds of governments gives them the idea that politics is a most profound business." (p.21: our emphasis)
When all the time, of course, it's a matter of ABC and any child could understand it all! Profound? Of course not!  All those "profound" political works (such as "Capital" for instance); all those "detailed" and "elaborate" analyses of philosophic, political and economic questions by Marx,  Engels, Lenin, Dietzgen, Kautsky, Trotsky, and a hundred others were altogether unnecessary; and all those heavy tomes were produced just to make politics seem "complicated" to the workers! The Scientific Socialist case obviously has no need of them. All those study classes on detailed political and economic questions run by the SPGB are quite unnecessary; they merely give the workers"the idea that politics is a most profound business"!
You see how logical and simple the "scientific" Socialist case is? Having found it so simple, explains the Socialist Standard";  (and ipso facto understood it) the worker then proceeds to reject it because it is not "incomprehensible" like the complicated plans, programmes and policies of other political organisations." And that is why "so many members of the working class find it difficult to understand the Socialist case"! "Like a woman," says our great teacher, Comrade Waters, "who, on entering a shop to buy a certain commodity, finds it on sale at a price so much below her anticipations that she suspects that it must be faulty and refuses to buy." (p.21 our emphasis). And, we might add, in nine "cases" out of ten, with the Socialist "case" included in the nine, she would be right!  So much for our so "simple", so "incomprehensible" parable. To the workers, continues our "simple" Socialist (p22), the Socialist case "is difficult of comprehension" but naively goes on:
"There is nothing difficult or incomprehensible about socialism once you cease to regard it as too simple to be true or as an idea of men who seek to trick you" - if you have faith, in short: note this appeal to faith - "All that is necessary is for you to give up seeking arguments (!) in favour of maintaining the system that keeps you in subjection.  Give a little earnest thought to the socialist case in a sympathetic manner" - not critically, mark you, not with scientific detachment and objectivity, but with sympathetic feeling! - "we know what the result will be. Then bring your actions into line with your ideas and the job of establishing Socialism is as good as done." (Our emphasis & exclamation).
Talk about "dollops of pure emotion inside a  genuine-looking wrapper of scientific method"! Even the wrapper has come undone in the above! Yet Comrade Waters has the effrontery to assert (same page) that all this rigmarole is "the product of a scientific study of social development." So much, then, for our garbling "scientific" parable-mongers and their self-contradictory argument that it is because the Socialist case is so simple to understand that the workers don't understand it' If that really is the difficulty, comrades, why! you just overcome it by making this "simple" case more "elaborate", complicated", "detailed" and "incomprehensible" - and lo! the workers will come over to your side "in a torrent."
Before we take leave of this stock answer, let us  just see whether the SPGB is as "consistent" on this point as on the many others we have raised. Yes, brother, it is - just as "consistent"! In the Preface of Party pamphlet no-12, entitled "The Socialist Party: Its Principles & Policy" (which, of all Party pamphlets, one would expect to be the most simple to read and understand) we actually find the Executive Committee of the SPGB opining that:
"A pamphlet of this kind is bound to make somewhat difficult reading  for those who are not yet accustomed to a closely reasoned explanation of political and economic problems. Any reader who finds this to be his experience is urged not to be discouraged- The effort to understand the various clauses of our Declaration of Principles and to explore the lines of thought opened up in this pamphlet cannot fail to be of value even if at first it presents a little difficulty." (Our emphasis). Despite the fact that this statement of the Socialist case "is bound to make difficult reading", our "historically"-appointed Socialist mentors of . mankind assert (same page) that its purpose is to provide prospective members "with an explanation, as simple AS POSSIBLE, of our Declaration of Principles." (Our emphasis).  They then go on to advise us to read other pamphlets in which the treatment of different aspects of Socialism is more general "and will present less difficulty for the beginner."
No doubt Comrade Waters and the Standard have taken due note of these grave warnings by their own E.C- about the Socialist case being difficult reading", "closely reasoned explanation" etc. and have, no doubt, strongly protested that they serve merely to give the workers "the idea that politics is a most profound business."
Well! well!  all very clear, logical, consistent and scientific, is it not?  And, above all, simple?  What do you think, comrade?  Do you think that all these tortuous, contradictory twists, wriggles and somersaults are the very acme of simplicity? In one sense, of course, it is. the very acme of "simplicity". But that's not the sense in which Comrade Waters and the Standard would have us take it! For that simplicity is their very own!
What other stock answers are there to our  crucial question? Where is this so-called "stack of evidence" (Turner) which explains why or how, though at present the working class admittedly ignores the SPGB and "our party grows by ones and twos" (SP report of Holborn Hall meeting of members 15-8-48), that "One day the workers will come over -to our side in a torrent"? Our critical analysis of these stock answers leads inevitably to the conclusion that, although the fallacious stock answers exist, the so-called "stack of evidence" is non-existent.
Logical, objective analysis, in short, reveals that like the case of the religious and moral reformers, and other "do-gooders", it is a matter, not of concrete scientific evidence or knowledge (as the SPGB repeatedly claims) but of  EMOTIONAL FAITH. In fact, certain SP members, when driven and hard-pressed by consistent analysis, will actually admit this to be the case.
As briefly as we can, then, let us analyse such stock answers on this question as remain to be dealt with. The first is of a teleological and mystical character. It runs as follows: Social problems only arise because their solutions are "contained within" them (whatever that may mean) and force them "to the front".   (Problems do not contain their solutions. A problem does contain, however, the prerequisite conditions for its solution)
Thus (continues the argument) because the  solutions always force the problems "to the front", "to the fore", and. therefore always "lie ready to hand", mankind is always able to, and in fact always does, solve his social problems.   ("Tell me", said Comrade Groves, General Secretary of the SPGB, at a recent meeting at the Trade Union Club, "tell me one social problem that mankind has not solved.")
As Socialism is "the only solution" to the problems of capitalism, then Q.E.D., the working class will necessarily accept the Socialist case and will establish Socialism. Thus runs the argument. Let us deal with its teleological character first.
Just in case we may be accused of misrepresentation, let us again refer to the Oracle. In an article "On the Materialist Conception of History" (SS May 1947) the Socialist theologian "Gilmac" blandly repeats the holy doctrine thus:
"mankind only takes up problems that it can solve since the problem only arises as a problem because the solution Is contained within it. It is the solution that has forced the problem to the front."
(p.40, our emphasis). Note well that last sentence. Now, problems are of course only problems for conscious beings.  There are no problems for the sun, moon, stars, sticks, atones, buses, battleships, buildings or any other inanimate things. Problems exist, in short, only for conscious beings - and, moreover, they exist in the degree to which such beings are, in fact, conscious of them. In a word, problems exist in proportion as they come "to the fore", "to the front. If "mankind"is not conscious of a problem, then, for "mankind", no such problem exists To the extant that "mankind" is conscious of a problem, then to that extent the problem, as a problem, exists. When there is no mankind to be conscious of it, there is no problem. So when Bishop "Gilmac" faithfully parrots the formula "It is the solution that has forced the problem to the front (i.e. has forced it to the consciousness of "mankind), he is merely telling us that the solution has produced the problem In other words, Socialism (the "solution") has "forced" the problems of capitalism (i.e. poverty, unemployment, war, etc. etc.) "to the front", i.e. has "forced" these problems to become problems for "mankind", has thus, in fact, produced or created-those problems!  Socialism, the "solution"'(which, we are told, will exist in some far-away, remote future) somehow exists inside ("is contained within") capitalism  or, rather, inside the "insoluble problems" of capitalism, and somehow "forces" these problems to the front", to become problems!
This, comrades, is Socialist "knowledge"! This is your unanswerable "scientific" position! This is your "evidence".'
It is, of course, not science but superstition. It is not knowledge, but sheer mysticism. It is not evidence, but unadulterated Socialist mythology - it is, in fact, not logical but. teleological. "The solution brings the problems to the fore"! The solution produces the problems! What religious balderdash you have to rely on,, gentlemen!
As for the other part of the argument - that mankind has always solved its social problems-that too, comrades, is superstitious mumbo-jumbo. According to the Socialist Standard, poverty and war are two major social problems which exist today.  But, as the SPGB should know, poverty and war have existed as social phenomena right throughout the whole of mankind's historical period - embracing thousands of years. Poverty and war, to mention but two, existed ages before capitalism, and they still exist today. Class oppression and exploitation how also existed throughout man's entire historical period, long before capitalism, and still exist today. At various times in history men have mistakenly thought they had ended oppression and exploitation for good, and were about to enter the age of "universal justice and freedom." But they didn't; oppression and exploitation merely changed their forms - but oppression and exploitation remained, and still remain with mankind today, under private-capitalist or state-capitalist forms, or -in some places - still under feudal forms.. Similarly poverty and war have, changed their forms along with the evolution of society - yet despite all changes of form or character they remain with us today. The plain fact is that "mankind" solves some problems, and doesn't solve others. It-is sheer mysticism and superstition, to invoke some hidden, unknown necessity which enables mankind, like "God", always to solve his problems and difficulties. "History" with a capital "H has replaced "God" witt a capital "G".
The truth is that Comrade Groves, or anybody else  who dogmatically asserts that "mankind has always solved its social problems", just-doesn't know what he's talking about. Bishop "Gilmac", indeed is telling us essentially the same mystical nonsense it the article quoted above (from the Socialist Standard): "mankind only takes up problems that it can solve" (p.40). This is sheer ignorance and superstition masquerading as science. It is sheer mysticism parading itself as knowledge.
Another stock answer is "the time-lag". "While the consciousness of men (runs this argument) in  general reflects their economic conditions, there is no "strict correspondence" between ideological and economic conditions - there is a "time-lag", progress in men's ideas is hindered by tradition; -ideas are held back by the influence of the past, and"do not "keep even pace with the dissolution of the old conditions of existence."  Thus, although economic conditions may have been "rotten ripe" for Socialism for fifty or a hundred years, the political or ideological conditions have not, and may- not be for another hundred years or more! Hey presto!  and that is the reason why the workers haven't yet accepted the Socialist case!
 his sounds plausible - until one realises that  the whole argument tacitly implies, assumes and takes for granted the very thing which is in question, and which still remains undemonstrated by any shred of evidence: namely, that the working class, as a class,can and will accept the Socialist case and establish Socialism - a proposition which the SPGB repeatedly claims is scientifically demonstrable.
But let us see whether the SPGB is as consistent on this question of the time-lag as on the many other issues we have raised. You are right, comrade: as usual, it speaks with two voices, the one contradicting the other!   Turning to p.14 of "S.P. Principles and Policy", we read:
 "In other words the development of the capitalist system itself gathers up all the scattered, inarticulate forces fighting a ragged battle which they only half understand, and welds them into a solid army prosecuting an ordered struggle for a clear and definite purpose. Industrial development, in short, makes the Socialist and the Socialist movement.
"So the class struggle, as time goes on, assumes a different aspect, in strict correspondence with the changing visage of capitalism. "  " (Our emphasis).
 And again, quoting Marx and Engels, "Socialism  and Religion" (p.23) tells us that "the dissolution of the old ideas keeps ever pace with the dissolution of the old conditions of existence."
So you see there IS a "strict correspondence' between economic and ideological conditions – but at the same time of course, there is not! The "dissolution of the old ideas" ever keeps pace with "dissolution of the old conditions of existence'- but, at the same time, of course, owing to the
time-lag, it doesn't!  How "consistent", how "simple , how "scientific" - and how "unanswerable"!
We are now waiting for the SPGB to tell us, as Comrade Lestor told us when confronted with other contradictions in the Socialist case, The truth lies in paradox".   The operative word is "lies". Oh dialectic, what crimes are committed in.thy name!
Other stock answers include (a) capitalist control of propaganda and (b) lack of resources of the Party. These are but two aspects of what is, in reality, the same fallacious argument - an argument which entirely begs the question at issue. Lack of resources" and its obverse, "capitalist control of propaganda", are just as much a result of the workers' indifference to Socialism as a cause of it. What we are up against," says the Socialist Standard (Feb. 1945) "is not an innate incapacity to  understand, but the massive and tireless machinery of capitalist propaganda ... but our efforts - small at present - are aided by the constant pressure of capitalism on the working class.
To talk of "lack of resources after nearly fifty  years of propaganda is to evade and cover up the real point. The workers actively support capitalism and its inevitable "capitalist control of propaganda.  How are you going to break the vicious circle, comrades?  The capitalists (or, for that matter, the workers!) are not likely to co-operate in handing over the propaganda machinery to the SPGB. How are your propaganda efforts - "small at present" going to become what you imply: "large In the
future"? Apparently you are counting on "the constant pressure of capitalism on the working class".
But the workers have had this "pressure of capitalism for much longer than the half-century the SPGB has been vainly struggling to make the working class Socialist.  The "pressure of capitalism" was, too, a little "stronger" and "heavier" fifty or a hundred years ago - when workers in England, including women and children, laboured 10, 12, 14 and 16 hours a day, under conditions which are no longer tolerated.
Eleven years ago, the Socialist Standard, speaking of propaganda, stated!: "Each new effort on the part of the capitalist class expresses a weakening of its influence. (!) As this goes on it will be easier for the worker to interpret the world in the light of his interests.  The stresses and strains of capitalist propaganda will lessen their pull At a given point" - at WHAT given point? - "the acceptance of Socialist ideas must become more general and consequently develop more rapidly No one with a knowledge of historical movement would deny the possibility of reaching that historical stage within our lifetime."  (SS July 1938. p.99: our emphasis and exclamation).
Ten years after this optimistic pronunciamento, the S.P. of Australia tells us that "the aim of the Socialist ... is a long, long way off. Nor is any purpose served by deluding ourselves that there are any signs of a mass movement towards such a society anywhere in the world-"  The statement continues:
"But what about the Labour Movement? What of  the mass parties? If they carry on as now, which seems reasonably certain,  they help to usher in a society planned FROM ABOVE by a small and ruthless elite. In such a society the ruled, the workers, will have little freedom, not even the ''accidental freedom' they have now. If that is to be the future of the Labour Movement we could say that instead of overthrowing exploitation in all shapes and forms, that movement has been a strong factor in continuing and strengthening exploitation. If so, instead of breaking their chains, the workers will have rivetted them ever firmer - by their own actions." ("Socialist Comment" Feb. 1948).
So much for the argument that "aided by the constant pressure of capitalism" on the working class, the "stresses and strains of capitalist propaganda will lessen their pull" and, despite the great "lack of resources", at a "given point the acceptance of Socialist ideas must become more general and consequently develop more quickly".  It is merely another instance of wishful thinking pompously calling itself scientific "knowledge of historical movement".
Another stock answer is that the existence of the SPGB is itself proof that the working class, as a class, can and will eventually accept the Socialist position. What strange logic'  Because some can become Socialists, it necessarily follows that all can become Socialists!  The General Secretary of the Party, Comrade Groves, publicly declared that if three people could become Socialists, that was good enough evidence for him  If this "reasoning" is valid, it must follow that if some workers can become capitalists then all workers can become capitalists! If some people can waggle their ears, then all can do so. The proof of the 2,000 million is in the 1,000 Socialists. The proof that the majority can accept Socialism is that the "overwhelming minority can!
What utter bilge!  And this, mark you, is the  party which claims to have a logical, clear, scientific easel  This is the-so-called "cudgel of Socialist knowledge"! On examination, this "cudgel" turns out to be but a flimsy twig, and as easily snapped!
IS IT OTHERWISE WITH THE REST OF YOUR CASE, GENTLEMEN? IT IS NOT, AS WE SHALL RELENTLESSLY GO ON TO SHOW.
PART TWO THE MATERIALIST CONCEPTION OF HISTORY
chapter one
ASSUMPTIONS AND PRACTICE
In Part 1 we have concentrated on showing the self-contradictory nature of the SPGB's ideas concerning the question of the development of socialist understanding. This we have done by simple critical examination and analysis of a considerable number of official Party statements on the subject, taken from Party pamphlets and from the SPGB's official organ, the Socialist Standard.
 No doubt we shall be told that these statements  have been torn out of their proper context,, and their meanings therefore distorted for our own purposes. To which we answer in advance with a straightforward challenge.   If anyone makes this, charge, let him substantiate it. The charge is easy to make and, if true, easy to prove; we have supplied adequate references for all the relevant statements quoted, and we challenge anyone to show that these statements have in any way had their meanings materially altered or distorted by extraction. We rather fancy that, although the charge will be made, not one SPGBer can be found who will even properly attempt to substantiate it.
Why have we attacked the SPGB on this question of  Socialist understanding, rather than on the issue of its analysis of the economic problems of capitalism and its 'Solution", Socialism? The reason is a very simple and logical one. It is here on this issue of the mental or ideological development of man (or, what amounts to the same, the development of political consciousness) that the SPGB case is the most vulnerable. It is this crucial question which is the Achilles' heel of the SPGB. This is borne out, not only by the contradictions we have cited, but also by their own admission (which we have already quoted in Part 1, from the SPGB's official report of a Party meeting, Holborn Hall, 15/8/48): We have not paid enough attention to the psychological factor." Too true, comrades, only too true!
And where, gentlemen, you do pay "enough  attention to the the psychological factor", what will you find?  You will find this.  That you have, all along, been making (albeit largely unconsciously) the most sweeping and unwarranted assumptions concerning this self-same"psychological factor" as it is possible to make. And these sweeping assumptions have been made, mark you, without any real study of the subject - without (in your own words) paying "enough attention to the psychological factor".
 You want proof of this?  Certainly! You shall have it, gentlemen - chapter and verse! All in good time.
It is these false assumptions concerning the nature and development of man's mind which are the prime reason for the SPGB's half-century of total impotence and isolation from the working class; and which doom it to perpetual impotence as long as the SPGB's case remains what it is - for these assumptions are firmly entrenched as part of the fundamental -premises of its whole case, as embodied, e.g., in the "Declaration of Principles".
It is these firmly entrenched assumptions which,- for the SPGB'er, place a tacit embargo - an emotional taboo - on the relevant evidence of psychology; or result in the comforting dismissal of that evidence as fiction or class propaganda. It is these firmly entrenched assumptions which colour and influence the SPGB's whole political approach to the urgent social problems of our time (including the threat to human survival) and thus lead to increasing conflict with practical political reality, to increasing political frustration, ignominious election defeats, to continued treatment by the  workers as an amusing political curiosity, etc etc.
Moreover, it is these firmly entrenched and  false assumptions which give rise (via the continued political frustration)-to all the unscientific rationalisations, the wishful thinking, contradictions and inconsistencies we have demonstrated (in Part 1) to exist in official Party statements on this question of the development of Socialist understanding.
The SPG-B'er may well ask: What has all this to do with the practical problems which confront us today? What has all this abstract talk of assumptions got to do with Socialism as a practical solution? Even supposing the ideological or ."philosophical basis of Socialist ideas were in some way unsound, what has this to do with Socialism as a practical working alternative to the present state of affairs? Supposing we do make false assumptions about the development of political consciousness - so what? What has this got to do with Socialism?  We are entitled to dismiss all this abstract talk as trifling, vague, irrelevant nonsense - mere carp and cavilling by hair-splitting malcontents.
The answer is that, however well-reasoned, logical and practical it may appear, NO ARGUMENT, CASE OR POSITION IS MORE CERTAIN THAN THE ASSUMPTIONS ON WHICH IT IS BASED. In other words, no case - however plausible, simple, obvious, certain, down-to-earth and practical it may seem, no matter how closely and correctly reasoned it actually is -no case can be sound if the assumptions on which it is founded are false. This applies equally to the Socialist case as to any other. It cannot be exempt from this condition.
All aims objects, intentions, arguments, meanings, goals, cases and all actions to achieve or demonstrate these, must of necessity be based on assumptions - on taking something or other for granted. Even so trivial an aim as crossing the road requires, for its successful achievement, certain things taken as true or for granted. If these things are not objectively true then one is liable to be run over or to fall into a manhole. In other words, successful practical achievement of aims depends on making correct assumptions. Every assumption relates to some aim or intention and the practical action to realise it; conversely, every aim or intention and every practical action relates to some particular assumption or set of assumptions. The most general, and usually the most unquestioned, assumptions are the very foundation of one s alms, objects or arguments, and all practical activity calculated to realise them.  And the scientific test of the validity of all assumptions (as we stated in Part 1, chapter 1) is, to quote Engels, "PRACTICE, viz. experiment and industry . The test is: Does it work?  Is it successful In practice? The "infallible test", according to Engels, is to prove the correctness of our conceptions of a natural process by making it ourselves, bringing it into being out of its own conditions and using, it for our own purposes..."("Ludwig Feuerbach", our emphasis)
Here then, is the link-up between the basic assumptions or premises of the SPGB's case and the
SPGB's utter and complete failure in practice for half-a-century to make any. positive impression on
the working class anywhere in the world,.  But if we succeed in accomplishing our aim,  writes  Engels (Appendix 1 Anti-Durhing p.350) "... then that is positive proof that our perceptions of it and of its qualities, so far, agree with reality outside of ourselves.  And whenever we find ourselves face to face with a failure, then we generally are not long in making out the cause which made us fail; we find that the perception upon which we acted was either incomplete or superficial, or combined with the results of other perceptions in a way not warranted by them - what we call defective reasoning. (Our emphasis).
What, then, are the false and contradictory assumptions underlying the Socialist Party's position on which the whole of its case depends? What are these basic assumptions by which the case must stand or fall? And how are these assumptions connected with "human nature" and its development – the so-called "psychological factor"? Let us see.
In Party pamphlet "Socialism and Religion (p.30) we find the following:
"It is, indeed, the very basis of Socialist  philosophy that, in the words of Frederick
Engels:
'In every historical epoch- the prevailing mode of economic production and exchange, and the social organisation necessarily following from it, form the basis upon which is built up, and from which ALONE can be explained, the political and intellectual history of that epoch.
"This materialist concept is the Socialist key to history. It has been applied in the preceding analysis of religious development. It is the FIRST PRINCIPLE of a science of society..." (Our emphasis and capitals).
Thus we see that, according to the SPGB, that "materialist concept" is "the very basis of Socialist philosophy"; that it is "the Socialist key to history", "the first principle of a science of society"; and that it is this "materialist concept" from which "alone" can be explained "the political and intellectual history'" any or "every historical epoch".
This "Materialist Conception of History" is of course (as the title itself implies) part of a wider and more general whole, viz. the "materialist conception" In general, the "materialist concept" of the universe, including human history and society - In a word, "Dialectical Materialism".
Here, then, in the "Materialist Conception of History" and "Dialectical Materialism", we have the fundamental propositions of which the entire case of the SPGB, including the Declaration of Principles", is the application; here we have the fundamental premises or hypotheses upon which is based the Socialist idea and aim, and all the SPGB's arguments and activity for half-a-century.
In the next few chapters we shall carefully examine and analyse these fundamental assumptions or hypotheses, giving chapter and verse from Socialist Party and other Marxist writings as evidence of our assertions. Before we do this, however, there are just two points arising from the foregoing that we should like to stress, and which provide food for serious consideration.
The first point is as follows: What is the  scientific test of 'the validity of all assumptions and hypotheses, of all premises and pro-positions? The answer is, as stated above, according to Engels, "practice, viz. experiment and industry". And according to the Socialist Standard (Nov. 1948 p.122): An essential feature of science is verification by experiment"  (Our emphasis). Now, if the Materialist Conception of History is, as the. SPGB asserts ("Socialism and Religion") the "first principle of a science of society then the test - the "infallible test" - of its validity is PRACTICE, and more specifically, SOCIALIST PRACTICE. The development towards Socialism is an evolutionary process and we "prove the correctness of our conception of a natural process" by "bringing it into being out of its own conditions, and using it for our own purposes..." ("Ludwig Feuerbach').
All the rationalisations, apologetics, stock answers and platitudes, all the subtle casuistries and fulminating clouds of indignant expostulation cannot conceal the FACT that, according to its own standards, the real test of the Socialist Party's case, its aim and its arguments, is PRACTICE, and a half-century of practice, at that.
"We are in a position today," says the official organ of the Australian companion party of the SPGB (Feh. 1948) "where, a hundred years after the 'Manifesto', there is not yet even the beginning of a real mass movement for Socialism as we conceived it.  We continue to speak, and write.  But the response compared to the mass parties is nil. We are beating our heads against a brickwall of illusions, myths and apathy in the hope that the wall may fall one day. Today, we can do nothing at all but continue with the same arguments which have proved singularly unsuccessful. If Socialist propaganda during the last 50 years has had no success, the first thing to do would be to try and find out why... The immediate task, then, would be to either show that the failure of Socialist propaganda can be traced to all the old reasons usually given (control of opinion industry by the capitalists etc.etc) or if this theory should no longer prove satisfactory, we must investigate all other alternatives... the immediate job would be to try and re-examine all our assumptions and see if they are sound."(Our emphasis).  In the ensuing chapters we propose to do just what this Socialist Party comrade advises us to do. Moreover, we shall show conclusively, by careful comparison and logical analysis, what this comrade and others like him "but dimly suspect, namely: that the fundamental assumptions of the Socialist case are false.
The second point concerns the so-called "psychological factor". We asserted at the beginning, of this chapter that despite the SPGB'ers confession that "we have not paid enough attention to the psychological factor, nevertheless the SPG-B make the most far-reaching, sweeping and unwarranted assumptions concerning the mental nature of man. These assumptions are to be found in the basic propositions of the Materialist Coneption of History and Dialectical Materialism.
 For instance., the Socialist Standard (Nov. 1948)  says, when referring to the "can't-change-human-nature" argument, "Those who put it forward usually know little about human nature or human . history, which is much the same thing."  (p.122, our emphasis). So the Materialist Conception of History is "much the same thing" as the Materialist Conception of Human Nature.  Thus, even according to the Socialist Standard, the MCH is a "species of social "psychology" - i.e., a materialist psychology, that is to say, a "psychology" which pays no attention to, and makes no  study of, the subjective-emotional nature of man (his subjective-emotional needs, motivations, resistances, frustrations, compensations, barriers to objective thinking, wish-fulfilments, phantasies, etc etc.), but which treats of this very important aspect (or rather dismisses it)as a mere reflection of the material world, as a relatively impotent epiphenomenon of a material environment-
Turn, for example, to the Socialist Standard  (June 1948 p.69) where we read, under the heading. "Socialism and Human Nature".
"When Socialists expound their case, they are invariably confronted with the question  'What about human nature?' The poser of that question considers most, or a fair proportion, of human beings to be constituted in such a manner by nature that a stateless society in which everyone has free access to the means of life, and works voluntarily, is impossible.
"The approach of the Scientific Socialist is, fundamentally different. "He sees man as the product of his environment, the material world." (Our emphasis).
Again (Socialist Standard Jan. 1949. p.8) our old friend, Comrade Waters, emphasises ''the importance of a study of history", and goes on: "But, when we learn of the activities of people in the past, we need a key to enable us to understand why they so acted. Such a key is provided by the 'Materialist Conception of History ' ". (Our emphasis)
 All you need, you see, in order to understand why people act the way they do, is "The Key", and lo! the whole door of human behaviour, nature and history is wide open for you! No wonder we can dispense with a scientific study of the human mind! No wonder we have no need of a special science of psychology!
In the same issue as the latter example we find the following, by one, Comrade 'F.T.', under the title, "Psychologists' Dilemma":
"The (psychological) problem raised by Mr. Balchin has been studied extensively by Socialists. So has the question why.the worker lacks enthusiasm for work in his master's factory.
"To find an answer to both questions it is  necessary to examine the relationship of the worker towards his master's factory... In capitalist society there are two classes: the capitalist class, which owns the means of production..." etc. etc.(p.9, our emphasis).
Aside from the obvious fact that the worker displays a much greater lack of enthusiasm for the SPGB's constant injunction not to work in his master's factory - what does this "extensive" study of psychological problems amount to?
What are the psychological principles and mechanisms so extensively studied by Socialists'?
Why, the "Key", of course!  the Key to Human Behaviour: There are two classes in society etc."
In the next chapter we shall examine this so simple, miraculous key"
chapter two
ENVIRONMENT AND THE ENVIRONED
We have just seen in the previous chapter that,  according to the Socialist Party, the Materialist Conception of History is "the very "basis" of the Socialist attitude, the "Socialist key to history the "first principle of a science of society" etc-etc-  Given this "very basis" of the Socialist outlook, it is said, "we trace the course of past events, and know how to interpret them".  (S.S. January 1949 p.8, our emphasis).
Thus, when we assert that the MCH underlies the Party's case, or that it forms part of the basic assumptions of the Party's case, we are supported by the SPGB itself. When we assert that the MCH forms a set of fundamental assumptions in terms of which all social phenomena are interpreted, and that, therefore, it is implied in all Socialist interpretations of events - when we assert this, we thus have first-hand corroboration from the SPGB's own official statements on the subject. We are forced to stress this point because there are Socialists who conveniently forget it, and who actually regard a criticism of the MCH and of Dialectical Materialism as not fundamentally a criticism of the Party case.
The Party's case, then, consists of a "super structure" of more or less verifiable facts already interpreted in terms of the underlying "basis of assumption: viz. the Materialist Conception of History and Dialectical Materialism For example, the so-called "Declaration of Principles" is itself such a set of interpretations which applies (and implies) the assumptive "basis".
That is to say, it is a set of more or less verifiable facts interpreted in terms of, and in accordance with, the underlying "basis' of materialist assumptions - and arbitrarily raised to the elevated status of a set of immutable " "scientific" Socialist principles.
This "superstructure and "basis' of the Socialist case is similar to the Socialist conception of society as having an ideological - "superstructure" and an underlying economic basis". There is, however, an interesting difference. It will easily be seen that, with regard to the Socialist Party's case (or, for that matter, any political position) the superstructure of more or less factual material (the subject-matter) is largely of an economic character (in so far as it is monopolised by economic questions) whereas the underlying basis of assumption is largely ideological (indeed, it is often called "the philosophical basis").
Now, in ordinary political controversy the protagonists of both sides are practically always concerned only with the differences in the superficial superstructures of their respective cases, and rarely or never with the differences in the underlying assumptive bases of their positions. This, of course, includes most supporters of the SPGB. Hence it is the political events, economic facts and circumstances of the day which tend to monopolise almost all discussions, while the assumptions which form the underlying bases of the opposing propositions hardly ever get discussed at all. (Particularly is this the case when the controversy is sharp and heated, or more open and popular, as at public meetings, debates, elections etc.)
In successfully criticising the Party case,  therefore, what we must aim to do is to get down to the fundamental basis of materialist assumption which lies at the root of the case, and show this to be unsound and self-contradictory.  In other words, we propose to drag these tacit and comparatively undebated materialist assumptions to the light of day, and subject them to close examination and criticism. The usual opponents of the S.P. merely attempt to "tinker with the superstructure" of the Party's case -and by leaving its basis untouched and "intact" they can never "overthrow" it.  We aim to attack the case at its "very basis, at its root. Only in this way can the SPGB's position be demonstrated as fundamentally unscientific and Utopian Let us, then, carefully examine these materialist assumptions -firstly in the Materialist Conception of History, and later, in Dialectical Materialism.
When we come to search through Party literature for a clear, exact exposition of the much-acclaimed and all-important "key to history" we find two things which strike us at the outset as very significant. The first is that rarely does the Socialist Party's written propaganda deal with the MCH as such. True, Party pamphlets and the Standard almost abound in passing references to it and short, snappy theoretical applications of it, but detailed exposition and treatment of this "very basis of "social science comparative rarity.
The second outstanding feature is that, on those comparatively rare  occasions when it is dealt with on its own, it is impossible to find a clear and exact formulation of what is, after all, purported to be "the first principle of a science of society. This is also true of the writings of the founder of scientific Socialism, Marx himself. Let us take a typical example to show what we mean.
In the following well-known formulation of the MCH (from the preface of the "Critique of Political Economy) Marx gives what Lenin has described  as "an integral formulation of the fundamental principles of materialism as extended to human society and its history!
"In the social production which men carry on  they enter into definite relations that are indispensable and independent of their will; these relations of production correspond to a definite stage of development of their material forces of production.  The sum total of these relations of production constitutes the economic structure - the real foundation, on which rises a legal and political superstructure and to which correspond definite forms of social consciousness..."
Please note that we are told it is the "economic structure" which is the "real foundation" of, and which therefore determines "definite forms of social conaciouaness". Yet in the very next sentence Marx continues:
".,. The mode of production in material life determines the social, political and intellectual life processes in general..."
Thus, we are now told, it is the "method of production" which determines the "political and intellectual life processes; in general' i.e. social consciousness. But, if that doesn't confuse the issue enough, Marx makes doubly certain in the next sentence:
"... It is not the consciousness of men that determines their being, but, on the contrary, their social being that determines their social consciousness. "(Our emphasis throughout)
So the consciousness of men, i.e. social consciousness, is determined by (a) "the economic structure" of society.  But nevertheless, on the other hand, it is (b) the method or "mode of production" which determines social consciousness. And if you don't care for either of these, comrades, then you can have it as (c) the social existence or "social being" of men which determines social consciousness. So you take your choice, gentlemen! - is it (a) .. (b) .. or (c).. ?  Or is it just a nice mixture, a hotch-potch of them all?
Perhaps the real explanation is that we are  just being dull and stupid, and fail to see that "the economic structure of society, the mode of production in material life" and the "social being of men are all precisely one and the same thing! In which case, whenever we use the phrase "social existence of men" we can quite plainly and obviously substitute the phrase "method of production in material life or even "economic structure of society"! It is this kind of stuff from Marx which "Horatio" and the Socialist Standard (June 1947 p.53) - though they "have never been adulators", describe as "purest gold", "only one word for it: Genius", "massive and conclusive" etc. etc. Such is their capacity for critical objectivity and logical analysis.
As, however (according to the same source) the  SPGB "are not "Marx idolators" and have "never postulated Marxian Papal infallibility", perhaps we had better go straight to the Party's own official formulations of their "very basis" i.e. the "materialist concept and its application as the "key to history", the "first principle of a science of . society" etc.etc.   This will ensure there is no convenient "get-out" for them.
Let us turn once again to the Oracle, where we  find one of its comparatively rare articles on the MCH. The title is, "On the Materialist Conception of History", written by that Scientific Socialist, Comrade (Bishop) "Gilmac" - McClatchie, for short - and comes from the Socialist Standard of May 1947 (p.39):
"What then is this materialist conception of  history which is one of the fundamental tenets of the socialist outlook? According to this theory ideas are the product of conditions and not the other way round." (Our emphasis) 
It should be clearly noted that, according to this "fundamental tenet", this "first principle of a science of society", the determining process is not reciprocal - i.e. "ideas are the product of conditions and not the other way round." The writer is quite explicit on the point  "Conditions" (which include, of course, social conditions) are not the product or result of ideas. In other words, the process is a "one-way street" only: Ideas are the result of conditions but conditions are not, and cannot be, the result of ideas. If the writer does not mean this then there is obviously no point in stating that the process is "not the other way round".   If he meant otherwise then he should plainly and clearly state that the process is "also the other way round", i.e. is reciprocal.
Yet later in the same article we come across this statement:
 "Social progress is the result of the mental activity of man exerting itself on the material provided by the external environment."
 (p.39 - our emphasis).  So it is "the other way round" after all Perhaps we have misjudged our worthy pundit! Perhaps he does mean, after all, that the determining process is reciprocal? Does he? A further reading of this "scientific" comrade shows that he emphatically does not – for he goes on:
"Man's social action is dependent upon the  special character of the environment in which he lives.   He can act upon and modify this'_ environment but ONLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH ELEMENTS ALREADY CONTAINED WITHIN IT..."
(Our caps, and emphasis). So while it is admitted that the environment or "conditions" can be acted upon and altered, it immediately denies"man" (the environed) any kind of independence whatever by asserting that his action can occur "ONLY In accordance with elements already contained within it" ("it" being the material environment).  Thus man's action on his environment is entirely dependent upon and wholly determined by that environment! The material environment does ALL the determining; and that which is environed contributes nothing of Its own, but acts "ONLY in accordance with elements already contained within" the environment.   Hence, at bottom, environment is active and that which is environed is passive and static.  Hence, at bottom, - "ultimately" -man does not really change his environment at all, because he can act "only  ln_accordance with what the environment has "already prescribed!
If "ideas are the product of conditions and not  the other way round", then "man's social action" is also a mere product of "conditions' i.e., a product of his environment. Environment therefore changes itself - determines its own changes -because the environed is per se a mere passive, static agent wholly determined by the environment. Man is simply the passive medium whereby the environment , through its "overwhelming influence" in changing man, changes itself - and therefore, determines itself.
Thus "According to this theory ideas are the product of conditions and not the other way round" Man's action on his environment is itself a product of that environment! The "one-way street again!We ex-SPGB'ers hold that this one-sided assumption is distorted and false. We hold that it is undialectical in the sense that it contains within itself unresolved contradictions - which we shall spare no pains to point out.
It is true that man acts upon his material environment in accordance with elements already contained within it" - that is, in accordance with the physical, chemical and "biological processes, laws, etc. of the environment. These processes and laws are limitations which the environment imposes upon man's action. But whereas "according to this theory" and "very "basis" of Socialism, man acts "ONLY in accordance with elements already contained within" the environment, we hold that he acts in accordance, ALSO, with elements, not contained within the material environment, but within himself - that is, within the ENVIRONED.
Man acts, not only in accordance with, or subject to, the laws of physics, chemistry, biology, etc-etc. (i.e. laws of the environment! "but also according to laws and processes peculiar to his own behaviour.  Man acts, not ' only in accordance with elements already contained within" the material environment., but also according to the laws of human thought, the principles of logic and reasoning.  He acts, not only rationally but also Irrationally and emotionally (under compulsion of strong emotions, prejudice and false "belief). Are there no laws relating to this irrationality of human "behaviour?
Man acts, then, also in accordance with (to quote a phrase of Engels) "the laws of human thinking and in accordance with the laws and processes of human psychology and ideology - according, in short, also to elements OTHER than the "elements already contained within" the material environment.  Thus man's action (since it is the product, not merely of environment, but of the interaction of the environment and the environed)is far from 'being wholly or even "overwhelmingly" dependent upon his material environmental conditions.
Besides being dependent upon "elements already contained within his environment, man's action is also, at all times, dependent upon "elements already contained within" himself, the environed.  Hence, his action in society, his action on his environment, has a marked degree of INDEPENDENCE of environmental conditions.
This relative independence of environment is obviously proprtional to the degree of man's dependence on the "elements already contained within" himself: that is to say, is proportional to the degree to which man's behaviour depends on its own laws. To put it another way:- Man's subjection' to the laws, processes and influences of his own behaviour (including, of course, the subjective behaviour of thinking, feeling, emotion, inhibiton, repression etc.etc).  So this "self-dependence" of the environed, this dependence of man upon the "elements already contained within" himself, i_s the measure of his independence or freedom from environmental influence.
 How large that degree of independence actually  is may be gathered from a few pertinent considerations which put our famous "key to history", our "fundamental tenet' and "first principle of-a science of society" to the crucial test - namely, the test of PRACTICE and APPLICATION.
Before we pass to these applications of the MCH,  however, we must meet the possible objection that we may be seizing upon mere verbal errors on the part of Gilmac" and the Standard, and "flogging them to death".  That this is not so will become more evident in the next chapter. But in order to show that "Gilmac's" formulation is not just a distorted version of the MCH by an isolated individual, we will turn to Party pamphlet "Socialism and Religion", which, according to its preface (signed by the Executive Committee of the SPGB) is issued, not as the view of an individual, but as the accepted manifesto of the Socialist Party on the subject ..."  (p.6, our emphasis).
Under the chapter-heading "The Socialist Philosophy", and sub-title "The Materialist Explanation of Society", we find the following quotation from Engels (this formulation by Engels is the one referred to as the very basis  of Socialist philosophy" and the "Socialist key to history"'):
In every historical epoch the prevailing mode of economic production and exchange, and the "social organisation necessarily following from it, form the basis upon which is built up, AND FROM WHICH ALONE CAN BE EXPLAINED, the political and intellectual history of that epoch." (p.30, their emphasis, our caps)
 "So that, according to Engels and "the accepted manifesto of the Socialist Party on the subject',' the "prevailing mode of economic production and exchange, and the social organisation necessarily following from it" - i.e. the social environment -ALONE"' explains the "political and Intellectual history" of any epoch or period.  How well this fits in with "Gilmac's" assertion that man can act "ONLY" in accordance with elements already contained within his environment.   The environment determines all -the environed nothing! The environment contributes all - the environed nothing!. The study of the environment yields alls explains all, "ALONE" explains - the study of the environed yields nothing, explains nothing! Nothing we can learn by studying man's mind and behaviour-; no psychological study, will add to or modify this "materialist explanation'!
 For sheer unadulterated bumptiousness and  intellectual arrogance,, these priests of the "all" -explaining Materialist Conception of History just about take the philsophical and pseudo-scientific biscuit!
 Despite all their vague pratings about the part ideological factors play in Marx's theory" (S.S. March 1948, p27) and their recognition of  the Importance of the role of ideas" etc.etc, the SPGB are thus committed by their own very basis and fundamental tenet" to a false, unscientific notion of the relation between "environment" and the "environed". For them, "in the final analysis", man - the environed - acts "only" in accordance with what his environment determines; "fundamentally" the environment is all--determining (omnipotent) and "overwhelming" (Socialism & Religion p.28) and man is its mere instrument, its passive, impotent agent. Small wonder, then, that for them as well as for Engels, the social environment "alone" explains the "political and intellectual" elements of any"epoch"! So much for your "first principle of a science of society gentlemen! In the next chapter we shall carefully examine your applications - both theoretical and practical - of this one-sided skeleton "key to history".
chapter three
THE "KEY TO HISTORY" - AND ITS APPLICATION
Since Marx and Engels first propounded the  Materialist Conception of History over a hundred years ago, its critics have been many.  At first sight It is surprising how most of them seem to make the rather glaring and elementary error of confusing the Marxian theory with what is called "economic determinism".
 In September, 1890, Engels wrote a letter to Bloch, in which he says:
 According to the materialist conception of  history the determining element in history is ultimately the production and reproduction in real life.   More than this Marx nor I have ever asserted-   If therefore somebody twists this into the statement that the economic element Is the only determining one, he transforms it into a meaningless, abstract and absurd phrase."  ('Engels' emphasis; Selected Correspondence p.475)
From which we would gather that "economic determinism", or the theory of 'purely'' economic causation, is a major Marxian heresy of the first order, and that it has nothing in common with "Scientific" Socialism. The Socialist Standard often takes great pleasure in severely "caning" any critic of Marx who makes the "crude blunder of confusing this meaningless, abstract and absurd" heresy with the "key to history"" itself (which latter, of course, is entirely free from the taint of purely" economic determinism).
Comrade Wilmot, for instance, in reviewing  Schwarzschild's "The Red Prussian" in the Standard tells us:
 "Finally Marx did not say what Mr. Schwarzschild says, that economics was the exclusive factor in history.   The author in his zealous search through the Marx-Engels correspondence could have read Engels' letter to Bloch on  the part ideological factors play in Marx's theory.   That, however, was not the sort of thing Mr. Schwarzschild was looking for."  (S.S. March 1948, p.27)
Now let us turn to something which is "not the  sort of thing. Mr. Wilmot or his fellow apologists are "looking for".
Sure enough, on the comparatively rare  occasions when the MCH is formulated as the "very basis" of a science of society", it is often pointed out (as in Engels letter to Bloch) that the "economic element" is not the "only" element, that the causal or determining '''factors" are not "purely" economic  But the key to history as formulated per se can be a very different thing from the "key to"history" in its actual applications. In fact they can be as different as chalk and cheese.   Indeed, comrades, they are!. In reality, there are two "keys to history" - the one which you formulate to confound critics like Schwarzschild (quoting Engels in the process) and another which you (including Engels) actually apply to history.   Evidence?
 Quite frankly, we haven't enough space to quote all the material evidence - it would fill a fair-sized volume - so we must content ourselves with just a few examples.  For further evidence you must read your own literature, gentlemen!
Despite the fact.that "purely" economic causation  transforms the MOH "into a meaningless, abstract and absurd phrase", Engels nevertheless tells us, when applying the "key to history", in "Anti-Duhring":
"In other words … with the continued development of production and exchange we nevertheless arrive at the present capitalistic mode of production, at the monopolisation of the means of production and subsistence in the hands of a less numerous class, at the suppression of the other class forming the immense majority into propertiless proletarians, at the periodical alternation of swindle - production and commercial crises and at the entire present anarchy in production. The whole process is explained! from PURELY economic causes"; without even once necessitating_ robbery, force, the State or ANY OTHER POLITICAL INTRUSION."  (p.165, our emphasis,
Kerr edition). Thus when Engels wrote to Bloch In" 1890 ("Anti~ Duhring" was written about 1878) denying that he had ever asserted that "the economic element is the only determining on" he was telling an "untruth". To put it plainly, he was (albeit unwittingly and in good faith) lying. He had himself transformed the "key to history" into a "meaningless, abstract, and absurd phrase".
 That this was not some unaccountable lapse on Engels' part is shown by numerous other examples". Elsewhere in the same work, for instance, Engels writes of the growth of capitalism and "the bourgeoisie":
 "They not only become more and more a social superfluity, but a social hindrance. They withdraw more and more from the work of production and become more and more, like the nobility In its time, a mere revenue-pocketing class; and this revolution of its own position and the creation of a new class, the proletariat, was brought about in PURELY ECONOMIC WAYS, without any force hocus-pocus whatever." (p. 167 our emphasis)
According to the MCH (version no. l) "the determining element in history is ultimately the production and reproduction in real life".   Said Engels to Bloch:  More than this Marx nor I have ever asserted."  According to the MCH ("application version, no.2) revolutions are "brought about in PURELY ECONOMIC WAYS" - "The whole process is explained from PURELY ECONOMIC CAUSES without even once necessitating robbery, force, the State or ANY OTHER POLITICAL INTRUSION."  And so one could go on, showing these self-contradictions, these "meaningless, abstract and absurd phrases", from the very mouths of the founders of "Scientific" Socialism itself.
And what of their camp-followers, the SPGB? Do they follow their teachers and masters in using two "keys to history"?  They do, comrades, they do!
We have already seen that Herr Wilmot, following faithfully in the master's footsteps, denies "that economics was the exclusive factor in history", and repudiates, as heretically non-Marxian, the idea that man is a "mere mechanical by-product of some mysterious ineluctable 'economic process'".
Now let us turn to our old friend and stand-by, Comrade (bishop) "Gilmac" ("On the Materialist-Conception of History"):
"Looking at the international conferences from the point of view we have briefly set forth (the MCH) we can see that the ruling powers today are each concerned with obtaining economic privileges for the national groups they represent, and that the Atlantic Charter, liberty and all the other phrases that so liberally besmirch their utterances are ONLY so many blankets to cover their economic designs. The last war, like the one before it, was waged for PURELY ECONOMIC motives;  the next one that is now in the making will be waged for similar ends. While production and distribution is based upon the class ownership of the means if production IT CANNOT BE OTHERWISE. (Socialist Standard May 1947 p.40, our emphasis).
"Purely economic determinism" is a ghastly "Marxian heresy; it is "meaningless, abstract and absurd" to maintain that "economics" is the "exclusive factor in history"; "purely economic causation" turns man into a "mere mechanical by-product of some mysterious ineluctable 'economic process'".   That's according to "key to history" no. l - which has nothing to do with "purely" economic causation.
Nevertheless, the "last war", the "one before", the "next one", revolutions and the rise of capitalism and the capitalist class etc.etc. are all caused  by PURELY ECONOMIC factors! That's "key to history" no.2 - the "application" version!
True, they are not always purely economic "causes" - sometimes they are purely economic "ways"I  And if it's not purely economic "ways", then it's a purely' economic "product", or it's a purely economic "situation", or purely economic "factors , or purely economic "motives", or purely economic "interests", or purely economic "conditions", or purely economic ''elements, or a purely economic basis", or a purely economic "movement", or a purely economic "process". It may be any of these, comrades - as you can verify for yourselves - but. whatever it is, it is "purely economic"!   That is essential to the "key to history", no. 2 version!
Turning to Party pamphlet "Socialism &  Religion" (under the section labelled "The Materialist Explanation of Society") we read that:
"The rise of Socialist Ideas is itself but the reflex of this economic evolution and class interest."  (p.3l, our emphasis).
So, in addition to wars, revolutions, the growth  of society, etc. the rise of Socialist ideas for Socialism; is nothing "but the reflex" of the economic "process" (viz. economic "evolution" and economic "interests").  Truly, Mr. Wilmot, we do see what "part ideological factors play in Marx's"theory" -i.e. in the under-counter version: "key to history" no.2.  But it is really not surprising, Is It, that critics like Schwarzschild confuse "key" no.l with "key" no.2?  One can hardly blame them, for saddling Marxism with a heresy which Marxians and "Scientific" Socialists, including the "founders" themselves, make a regular practice of committing!
Thus we see that when on the attack - when they apply the MCH - our "Scientific" Socialists often use key to history" no.2 (the "purely" economic causation version).  Set them on the defensive, however, and what happens?  With scrambling haste our "scientific "brethren combine to stuff key" no.2 under the counter away from mortal gaze - and "key to history" no.l is quickly brought forth for your close inspection.  But this slick piece of intellectual spivery will suffice no longer.   In future, when the Wilmots, the 'Gilmacs', the Hardcastles and Turners vehemently tell us that Marxists do not maintain "economics" is "the exclusive factor in history" and that "Scientific" Socialism does not subscribe to "purely' economic causation-they will "be lying (and not unwittingly).
As, however, our Marxist comrades,'when their attention is drawn to their own brain-child (economic determinism) utterly reject it themselves; - and even fulminate against it as "meaningless, abstract and absurd" - we will spend no more time on "key to history".no.2.  'Let us, then, deal with "key to history" no.l - i.e. which states that the "economic element" is not the "only determining one", but is "ultimately" the determining one.
 "Accordingly", says Engels in "Anti-Duhring" (p.277), "the ULTIMATE CAUSES of all social changes and political revolutions are to be sought ... in the changes in the methods of production and exchange; they are to be sought not in the philosophy, but in the economics; of the particular epoch." (Our caps., Engels' emphasis).
Again, in the letter to Bloch, he writes;
 "According to the materialist conception of history the determining element in history is ultimately the production and reproduction in real life." (Engels emphasis).
Compare this formulation by Engels that "the  determining element" is ULTIMATELY "the production and reproduction in real life", with Marx's formulations in the "Critique of Political Economy":
 "In the social production which men carry on they enter into definite relations that are indispensable and independent of their will; these RELATIONS of production correspond to a definite stage of development of their material forces of production.   The sum total of these RELATIONS of production constitutes the ECONOMIC STRUCTURE of society -the REAL FOUNDATION on which rises a legal and political superstructure and to which correspond definite forms of social consciousness."  (Our emphasis).
And again: "it is not the consciousness of  men that determines their being, but, on the contrary, their SOCIAL BEING- that determines their consciousness-" (Our emphasis).
In his letter to Bloch, Engels says the economic  "situation" (i.e. "the production and reproduction in real life") "is the basis, but the various elements of the superstructure ... also exercise their influence upon the course of the historical struggles and In many cases preponderate in determining their form."  (This latter statement, you will note, is a far cry from Engels' version In "Anti-Duhring" when dealing with the rise of capitalism - "The whole process is explained from purely-economic causes, without even once necessitating robbery, force, the State or any other political intrusion.")
 "We make our own history," writes Engels to Bloch, "but in the first place under very definite presuppositions and conditions. Among these the economic ones are finally decisive. But the political, etc., ones, and indeed even the traditions which haunt human minds, also play a part, although not the decisive one."  (Our emphasis).
Thus, despite the fact that "We make our own history", economic "conditions .. are finally decisive".  So we don't really make our own history after all - "ultimately", "finally", "fundamentally", "in the final analysis", "basically", economic "conditions ... are ... decisive and, "ultimately" therefore, History makes itself"
"In the second place, however," continues Engels, "HISTORY MAKES ITSELF in such a way that the final result always arises from conflicts between many individual wills, of which each again has been made what it is by a host of particular conditions of life... For what each individual wills is obstructed by everyone else (!) and what emerges is something that no one willed (!) Thus past history proceeds in the manner of a natural process and is also essentially subject to the same laws of movement." (Our emphasis & exclamations)
Hence, in the ideological domain all is chaos!  - no two human beings, according to this, can agree about anything - and so "the economic movement finally asserts itself as necessary".
"But," adds Engels, "from the fact that indivdual wills - of which each desires what he is impelled to by his physical constitution and external, in the last resort economic, circumstances (either his own personal circumstances or those of society in general) - do not attain what they want, but are merged into a collective mean, a common resultant, it must not be concluded that their value =0.  On the contrary, each contributes to the resultant and is to this degree involved in it." (Our emphasis).
Each contributes to the general chaos of "individual wills", i.e.' "the historical event" -"something that no one willed" - and is to "this degree involved in It".   So when Caesar conquered Gaul it was an event "that no one willed"!  The rise and dominion of the Roman Catholic Church over practically all Europe in the Middle Ages was an "historical event" that "no one willed" The successful French revolution of 1789 was an event that "no one willed"!  The overthrow of the Czarist regime in Russia was "something that no one willed"! Hitler's conquest of Europe - and finally the defeat of the Nazis, were major historical events which"no-one willed"!   The arrival of the atom bomb was "something that no one willed", but each was merely the "resultant" of "individual wills" each "obstructed by by everyone else"!  And, presumably, our"Scientific Socialists expect "the historical event" of Socialism to be achieved by everyone, "obstructed by everyone else", and that its arrival, will be "something no one willed"!
Indeed, Mr. Wilmot,we do see what "part ideological factors play in Marx's theory" - i.e. in "key to history" no.1 (that is - the "admitted" version).
Despite the fact that we are told elsewhere that nothing is absolute, final and ultimate and "all is relative, changing", nevertheless according to the MCH "the ultimate causes" of all social and political changes "are to be sought ... in the changes in the methods of production and exchange".  Party pamphlet "Socialism &  Religion"" quotes as ""the very basis" of Socialist ideas Engels' statement that:
 "In every historical epoch the prevailing mode of economic production and exchange, and the social organisation necessarily following from it, form the basis upon which Is built up, and from which alone can be explained, the political and intellectual history of that epoch.
(p.30, their emphasis).  Today, half a century after the formation of the SPGB, the number of Socialists throughout the world Is admittedly but a mere tiny handful. At present there are not "any signs of a mass movement towards such a society (Socialism) anywhere in the world." Nevertheless, the SPGB regards such a "mass movement" as necessary and, indeed, inevitable.   So that, according to our famous "key to history", the "ultimate cause" of this major political change must be sought in some change in the "prevailing mode of production and exchange." If "the ultimate causes of all social changes and political revolutions are to be sought ... in the changes in the methods of production and exchange", what, may we ask, will be the change in the "prevailing mode of production" which will constitute "the ultimate cause" of the conversion of the Socialist movement from that of a tiny handful to a mass movement of "the overwhelming majority", "the whole of society"?
Since this major political change is yet to come about - and we are told that it is still "a long,  long way off" - then we can only conclude that the necessary prerequisite change in the "prevailing mode of production and exchange" is itself remote. But Socialists are quite unable to tell us what this prerequisite change in the "method of production" can possibly be - indeed, they dare not, since they actually hold that no such change is necessary! "In order, then, says Party pamphlet "Socialism" (p.12 "that, plenty and leisure may be the portion of all, we need not wait for further advances in the means of production.  Every requisite is already in the hands of society, and it only remains for human intelligence- so to organise the existing powers of production and so arrange the distribution of wealth already being produced, as to make the best use of both." (Our emphasis).
The transformation of the Socialist movement from that of a tiny isolated group to one involving the vast mass of human society - the most colossal political revolution of all history! - may not occur for hundred's or even thousands of years.  Yet this most stupendous "historical event" of all time will not require any further advances in the means of production"!  This far-away but mighty "'social and political change" will occur WITHOUT any necessary changes in "the prevailing mode of production and exchange"!
So you see, comrades, how "ultimate", "basic" and "finally decisive" are "changes in the methods of production and exchange in determining all social changes and political revolutions".  The most important political change in history has now to rely, not on any necessary changes in 'methods of production and exchange", but on human intelligence, "Socialist understanding", "socialist education" etc.etc.  "It is on the political- field that the sternest battle of all is to be fought.   That fight is ... for the enthroning of the SOCIALIST IDEA in the seat of power" (SP Principles &'Policy P.33 their caps, our emphasis)
So the change-over - "the fundamental economic  change" - to the Socialist mode of production has to wait on "human intelligence', the spread of socialist understanding", Socialist education and propaganda" -"for the enthroning of the SOCIALIST IDEA in the seat of power"!  How "decisive" and "fundamentally determining" is the economic evolution of society!  How ulti -mate and"final"is the economic "element in decisively causing profound social changes! You see how "amid all the endless host of accidents" emerges "the historical event" - something that no one willed" - in which "the economic movement finally asserts itself as necessary"!
 This, gentlemen, is your "key to history". This is  your "fundamental tenet" and-"first principle of a science of society".  This is your very basis" upon which the whole of the Socialist case rests and with which it stands or falls.
So much for the Materialist Mis-Conception of History!  This mis-conception itself has its roots in Materialism in general - i.e. in the more fundamental assumptions of Dialectical Materialism. That these latter assumptions are as self-contradictory as those of your Materialist Conception of History we shall demonstrate and deal with elsewhere.

